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Gregg & Salzman

RAPID MICROBIAL IDENTIFICATION BY CIRCULAR INTENSITY

DIFFERENTIAL SCATTERING

Charles, T. Gregg and Gary C. !3alzman

Experimental Pathology Group

Life Sciences Division

Los Alamos National Laboratory

Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545 USA

As one of the last platform speakers in this fascinating

Conference I have the opportunity to summarize what we have
.

heard during the past few days as a background for my own

presentation. I would like to begin by asking a rhetorical

question: “Who cares about rapid methods of microbial iden-

tification unyway?”

We have heard several answers to that question during

this Conference but one of the best ia that implied by the

chairman of this session, Dr. Isenberg, when he said, at the

previoue Conference on Rapid Methods: “It i~ quite proper to

question the relevance of clinical microb~,ology WI en tht’

clinician must rely on an educated guess .,.to intercede
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effectively during the crucial early hour~ of disease

manifestations. “1 In a similar vein ,just last year Drs.

Tilton and Balow alluded: “To the day when clinical micro-

biology will be a primary diagnostic service rather than a

confirmatory one, and when clinical microbiologists and

infectious dieeaae epecialiete can point to significant

.2
reductions in morbidity and mortality.

In addition to the medical and

reducing morbidity and mortality,

economic impact of rapid microbial

humanitarian intere~t in

there la the very real

identification. In the

context of the DRGs (diagnostically related groups) in the

U.S., and similar cost-contaiment ❑ easures elsewhere, thie

becomes important as well.

The economic impact does not arise from the modest part

that microbial identification playa in the coat of illneaa

resulting from infectious diBeaseB since thit3 ie rarely ❑ ore

than 10% of the total cost. Rather rapid identificati~n ham

an economic impact becauee it reduces honpital etaya and,

simultaneously, reduces Intravenous fluid~ and amtimicro-

biale and time spent in ieolation rooms.

The best relevant data I know of comes from Dr. Marilyn

Menegue and her colleagues at Strong Memorial Hospital in

Rochester, New York and deale with the readmieaion of neo-

nat9e to the hospital in their firet ❑onth of life3 (and

personal communication from Dr. Henegun, March, 1984). Year-

round, about 45% of these readmleeions are du~ to suspected

aepsie; thiu figure rises to 70% during the summer month~.

These childre,~ ● re routinely trented -n if they had bacter-

2
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ial die.-.aee, that ie, they are given intravenous fluids and

antimicrobial until bacterial cultures are shown to be

negative.

As you might euspest, about 70% of the summer admisaione

are due to nonpolio enteroviruBce. In one group of 33

children, only one had a bacterial infection, 20 had lsolat-

able virue and 12 had presumed viral infections. probably

many of the latter were infections due tc rotaviruaea that

can’t be cultivated. The important point is that those

children in whom a virus was identified in 2 days or less

had a shorter hospital stay than those children in whom

isolation required 3 daya or more - 2.7 versus 3.0 day~,

reaDectively, a etatisttcally ai~nificant difference - and

corresponding reductions in intravenous fluids, isolation

charges, and ao on. So rapid microbial identification does

matter, for financial ae well as ❑edical and humanitarian

reaeonl , as I’m etlre you’ll all ngree.

May I ha~e the first elide, pleaee. Here ie a tabula-

tion of what seem to me to be the best established rapid

methods of microbial id~ntification. The top three methods,

coagglutinatiorl, coullterimmunoelect rophorepie, and fluores-

cent antibody staining, all require about an hour to perform

and require ❑ ore than 10
5

organieme per ❑l - how much more

is a matter of come controversy.

ELISA, ●specially w.~en coupled with the avidin/biotin

probe, reqiiire~ 4-6 bourn and as few as 103 organieme per

ml. The avidin/biotin probe could equally well he applied

to RIA, or BO it neemo to me, with eimilnr eennitivitle~ an+

3
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,

times of 2-40 hours depending on how the test IS carried

out.

The method described on the last line - Circular Inten-

sity Differential Scatter?.ng, or CIDS for short - 1s the

technique that I will describe. It IS one of the few really

new approaches to microbial identification to have come into

existence in the past several decades and, while there are

many questions yet to be answered, my colleague Dr. Salzman

and I feel strongly that this ❑ethod has the potential of

revolutionizing clinical microbiology. It requires times of

the order of minutes and, at the ❑oment, ~omething like 5 x

105 organisms per ml= We feel that the aenaitivity can be

improved by an order of mabnltude or more by further modifi-

cations OC the instrument.

Several generations of inatrumente are planned. The

first of these la a etatic instrument deeigned to identify

bacteria in pure culture or virumee in typical clinical

Ppecimer.s in a etatic cuvette eyetem. This machine present-

ly exinte in prototype and la tha- on which ❑ oat of the data

I will present waa taken. A second generation machine em-

ploys the same principles but with the addition of a flew

cytometer so that organiame can be examined one at a time.

This machine in intended fo~s bacterial identification. It

will be particularly useful in

a polymicrobic infection.

The CIDS method involves,

identifying the component~ in

unfortunately, concepts that

are not the eort that most ❑icrobiologists learn at their

mother’s knee. And the tranelntion of these concepts into n

4
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working instrument Involvee Borne complex electronics. Aa if

that weren’t enough, the way in which the results are

exprensed is in an unfamiliar form.

So there are baaic communications probleme to overcome

and these are

th~ program.

Charlie Brown

exacerbated by the position of this paper on

There’s a wonderful Snoopy cartoon that has

saying, “There’s no problem too big for me to

run away from.” To some extent that’s what I propose to do.

I will concentrate on the results we have obtained and eay

comparatively little about the instrumentation or the

theory. Fortunately, Dr. Salzman who built the instrument,

and who is one of the few people who really understands the

theory, is in the audierce and he is available to answer

questions in these areas.

May I have the next slide, please. This 1S the defini-

tion of CIDS and 1’11 leave that slide up while T. explain a

bit further. CTDS may be usefully compared with Circular

Dichroiam (or CD), t-hich is also defined on this slide.

It’@ important to understand both the si~ilarities and the

differences between these two properties. Circular Di-

chroism is the differential absorption of left and right

circularly polarized light and occurs only at an absorption

bal:d of the molecule in question, while CIDS is the differ-

ential scatte?in~ of left and right circularly polarized

light, and occurs throughout the spectrum, rather than only

at ~l?sorption bands.

So we are looking at the differential scattering of pol-

arized light. This iS, morecver, not to be confused with

5
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.

the total light scattering that wae inve~tigated ~o exten-

sively by Wyatt and others. Total light scattering depends

only on the size, shape, and average refractive index of

microorganisms and did not prove useful for ❑icrobial iden-

tification.

The next slide is a cartoon to make clear the ideas that

I’ve just presented. It shows light, alterna~ely right and

left circularly polarized, impinging on s ❑icrobial sample.

The sample differentially scatters left and right circularly

polarized light with the result that the scattered light is

enriched in one component or the other. It is this differen-

tial scattering that we are measuring.

What is the physical basis of these measurements in

terms of microbial identification? We don’t know all the

anawers to that question yet, but, provlaionally we feel

that we are measuring the three dimensional “packaging” of

helical molecules, an.’ largely that of the microbial genome.

Theoretically, the CIDS spectrum is known to depend upon the

pitch and radius of the scattering hellx. May I have the

nexz slide, please. This shows some of our early work in

which the CIDS spectrum of highly purified and supercooled

DNA from plaamid pBr 322 waa taken am a function of wave-

length nnd the DNA was then treated with D@IAse and the

spect:um retaken at Intervala. It wae finally compared with

the CIDS spectrum of commercial calf thymua DNA as a marker

for short, linear fragme~lta of DNA. It is clear that the

CIDS Spectrum changed progressively as the DNA uncoiled.

In the laboratory the CIDS spectrum can be taken as a

6
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function of wavelength, ae in the data I just showed; it can

also be taken ae a function of scattering angle, and as a

function of matrix element - a point I’ll return to In a

moment .

May I have the next slide, pleaae. This shows in block

diagram form the geometry of the instrument we are currentl:~

using to make measurements aa a function of scattering

angle. It is this instrument that was used to obtair most

of the data we will present here todsy. I will enumerate

briefly the components and what they do.

Light (from a laser or any other convenient source)

passes through a polarizer, then through a photl~elastic

modulator that modulates the polarization at a l;elected

frequency. This alternately left and right circularly

polarized light then impinges on a microbial Samplein a
cuvette and the light is differentially scattered. The

detection arm rotates under computer control, stopping at

the specified angle and taking data for as long as we tell

it too. The detector arm also contains a photoelastic ❑od-

ulator, a polarizer, and finally a photomultiplier tube,

What is finally ❑easured je, as described in an earlier

slide, the intensities of the scettered left and right cir-

cularly polarized light. The spectrometer that we use is a

variant of one designed by Thompson et al. at the University.—

4
of Texas ; other pioneering work in this area has been done

by Hunt and Huffman and by Bickel and his colleagues at the

University of Arizona 5-7
and especially by Bustamante, Tin-

OCO, ?faestre, and their coworkers at the University of Cnl-

7
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ifarmla, fierkeley. Some of our own work has been pub-

lished as well.15-’6 Additional theoretical work has been

17
puolished by Zietz et al..—

There IS one additional complexity that must be dis-

cussed before we turn to the data. To put it as simply aa

possible, the polarization properties of the light beam at

each point in the instrument is described by a Mueller

❑atrix. May I have the next slide, please. The Mueller

matrix conaiats of siixteen elemsnts described as S1l, S12,

etc. Technically, only the S14 element of the Mueller

matrix is the CIDS parameter, eo we are being imprecise in

describing the results of using other matrix elements aa

CIDS. Unfortunately, we don’t have a better name for the

technology at the moment.

Each of these matrix elements can be measured by meas-

uring different frequencies in the output signal. In the

Instrument that Dr. Salzman 18 now building as a prototype

for a commercial instrument it will be possible to measure

eight of the sixteen Mueller ❑atrix elements, each of which

brings some additional information to the problem of micro-

bial identification. This la an extraordinarily powerful

tool that we have only begun to explore the uses of.

To summarize, then, “CIDS” spectra - with CIDS in quota-

tion marks, can be ❑easured as a function of wavelength,

scattering angle, andlor matrix element, and a number of

❑atrix elements can be ❑easured (virtually) simultaneously.

This panoply of measurements potentially gives the method

resolving power for microbial identification that we have
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only just begun to explore.

I would now like to present some representative data

that we have taken over the past couple of years. Because

of the l~mitatione of the laboratory we now occupy we were

unable to use live pathogens, so much of the data I w311

present is on vaccine preparations or other kinds of in-

activated material. This is obviously a source of arti-

facts. In addition, we now have a better machj.ne and better

ways of expresailhg the data, and we will shortly begin to

repeat some of these experiments in the facilities that we

pla:l to move into in August. So the data I wili present

must be regarded as preliminary and are offered as “’proof of

principle*” experiments rather thkn as definitive.

May I have the next ~lide, please. This elide shows

CIDS spectra as a function of scattering angle for three

type A influenza virus vaccine preparations in egg allantoic

fluid given to us by our colleague~ in the Center for Infec-

tious Disea~ea of the Centers for Disease Control, Atlanta.

Although these are certainly not pure virus preparations the

spectra of the three viral strains are clearly separable.

At the time this work was done it took about 20 ❑inutes to

run each of these spectra, and the presence of egg allanoti:

fluid did not prevent the three type A viruses from giving

distinct CIDS spectra.

Play I have the next slide, please. Our colleagues at

CPC wondeced if perhaps the differences in the CIDS spectra

were due to differences in GC content, au in the flow

12
cytometric method of Van Dills and his colleagues . So they

9
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sent us samples of three very different bacteria that have

essentially the name GC content. These are pure bacterial

cultures run separately, with the CIDS spectra presented as

a function of wavelength. AS you can see there are angular

regions, particularly between 130 and 140 degrees in which

the separation among the epectra is good, It is alsc highly

reproducible .

May I have the next slide, please. This shows the CIDS

spertra as a function of wavelength for the four types of

dengue fever virus as vaccine preparations, also eupplied by

CDC. Particularly in the region around 30°, the four viral

types are readily distinguishable within the experimental

variation indicated by the error bars. Note that all the

,dengue fever preparations have large negative flignale in

this region of the opectrum.

May I have the next slide, please. These are similar

data for four types of encepbalitlJ virus vaccines fron CDC.

Again, the region of maximum resolution is about 30°. Aa

you know it is difficult to distinguish St. Louis Encephal-

itis Virus from Dengue Fever virus serologically. The CIDS

spectra of the vaccine preparations are, nowever, very

different.

Flay I have the next slide, please. We have also done

some recent experiments with crude hepatitis B viral prepar-

ations kindly given us by Warner-Lambert Corporarton, and

compared their spectrn with those of Dengue Fever virue

vaccine and Eastern Encephalitis vaccine. Here we have

employed the additional discrimination provjded by ❑easuring
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two matrix element~, ’14* the true CIDS element, and ’34”

When both matrix elements are employed there is good repar-

ation among these three types of preparation. The use of

additional matrix elements should give increasingly enhanced

resolution and, I remind you, we have eight matrix -Iements

that we can measure simultaneously.

May I have the next mlide, please. This slide repre-

eente an effort to determine the ~enaitivity of the CIDS

technique for determining hepatitis virus in clinical

material. According to theory the CIDS signal - you’ll

recall that Itqs a ratio of the sums and difference of

intensities - should be independent of concentration. This

elide 6h0wt3 a plot of the CIDS ~ignal aa a function of
. .

hepatitis GNA concentration. We can get usable CIDS spectra

down to levels of 1 ng of hepatitle B viral DNA/ml with nc

real effort ❑ade to maximize aenaitivity.

This sort of data alwaya bothers people, however, be-

cause they expect that a proper dilution curve should go

through zero. As : “’lown here, with CIDS a dilution curve la

a straight line parallel to the x axis until the point at

which the signal to noiee ratio la eo unfavorable that the

signal can no longer ke diatinguiahed. Thi6 IS far from a

system optimized tor maximal aeneitivity. Dr. Salzman feel~

that we can improve the aenaitlvity by at leant an order of

❑agnitude by some relatively simple modification of the

instrument .

To summarize: We feel that th18 technique hna immense

potential although there are many obvious queetiona etill be

1:



to be answered. You’ll be hearing from U6 at intervals as

we extend our understanding of the strengths and limitations

of thim technique for rapid ide~ .ification of microorganisms

in clinical material.
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RAPID HETHODS OF MICROBIAL IDENTIFICATION

REQUIREIIfENTS

TEST TIME-HOURS ORGANISMS/ML

COAGG1iUTINATION

COUNTERIMMUNOELECTROPHORESIS 1

FLUORESCENT ANTIBODY STAINING 1

ELJSA (OR ELISA A/B)

RADIOIMMUNOASSAY

4-6

2-40

CIRCULAR INTLNSITY DIFFHRliNTIAL

SCATTERING (CIDS) <0.2

106-107

106-107

>105

103-104

103-104

<5 x 105

15



Figure captior.s:

Fig. 1. Definition of Circular Dichroism (CD) and Circular

Intensity Differential Scattering

Fig. 2. Cartoon illustrating the CIDS principle

Fig. 3. Effect on the CIDS spectra as a function of wave-

length of DNAse treatment of highly supercooled plasmid

DNA. The spectrum of calf thymus DNA (linear, small

fragments) is shown for comparison

Fig. 4 Block diagram of the angular-scanning CIDS spectro-

meter

Fig. 5 CIDS spectra as a function of angle at 488nm of

three typz A influenza virus vaccine preparation~. Good

discrimination is obtained among these three virus

preparations around 60°, 110°, and 150°

Fig. 6 The CIDS spectra at 488nm as a function of angle for

three bacteria of very nearly the same GC content. The

npectra were run on separnte suspensions of each bacter-

ium In pure culture. Resolution among the four ~pectra

is best at 120-140°

Fig. 7 The CIDS spectra at 360nm of four types of dengue

fever virus vaccines. The beet resolution among the four

viral vaccine typee 1s obtained near 30°

Fig, 8 The CIDS epectra at 360nm of four types of encep-

halitis virus vaccines. Best resolution among the four

viral, vaccine types is obtained near 30°

Fig. 9 The resolution obtained at 488nm and 112° of a crude

formalin-treated hepatitio B viru~ pre~aration (Dane

16
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particle8, surface antigen, etc), a dengue fever vaccine

preparation, and a Venezuelan Equine Encephalitis vac-

cine prep aration when the “CIDS” sjgnal from two Fluel-

ler matrix eleu~nts, FI,4 (true CIDS) and F3 ~, are em-
9

ployed

Fig. 10 The detection limit of the present CIDS spectrometer

for the detection of crude formalin-fixed hepatitia B

virus preparation at 488nm and 112°. One ng of viral

preparation DNA per ml

17



RAPID METHODS OF MICROBIAL IDENTIFICATION

REQUIREMENTS

TEST TIME-HOURS ORGANISMS\ML

COAGGLUTINAT ION 1 106-”107

COUNTERIMMUNOELECTROPHORESIS 1 106-107

FLUORESCENT ANTIBODY STAINING 1 >105

ELISA (OR ELISA A/B) 4-6 103-104

RADIOIMMUNOASSAY 2-40 103-104

CIRCULAR INTENSITY DIFFERENTIAL
SCATTERING (CIDS) <0.2 <5 x 105

10
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